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• Bill numbering
• Numbers under 12 are REALLY important

• House is odd numbers; Senate is even 

• The power of the “strike-all” (can do a lot with little notice)

• Committee hearings - the die is already cast before they begin.

• Legislative aides are the “Wizards of Oz”

• The political dynamic has changed, making privacy laws more
likely in “red states.”

• Who is Propel? 

Political Takeaways
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• Scope – controllers either (1) control the processing of PI of 100k or 
more Floridians; or (2) control or process the PI of at least 25k 
Floridians AND derive 50% or more revenue from selling PI. 

• Definition of PI – broad, like the CCPA

• Controller’s Obligations:
• JIT notice of collection/processing/sale; website privacy policy
• Minimum necessary
• Reasonable security procedures and practices
• Processor agreements
• Consent for processing sensitive data
• Establish a consumer request process
• Employee training

The Senate Version (SB 1864)
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• Consumers’ Rights
• Right to opt out of sale/advertising 

• Right to be left alone for one year

• Right to opt in for sale of minor’s information

• Right to know/notice

• Right to delete

• Right to correction

• Many exceptions – 15 restrictions and 17 exceptions

• Enforced by AG – discretionary right to cure; no PRA

• New Data Privacy Unit in AG’s Office

The Senate Version (SB 1864)
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• Scope – must meet at least two of the following: 
• (1) global revenue of more than $50M; 
• (2) buys, receives, sells, or shares PI of 50k or more consumers, households, or 

devices for targeted advertising; and 
• (3) derives 50% or more of its revenue from selling or sharing PI. 

• Exceptions – 23 categories (but not entity-wide for HIPAA/GLBA)

• Controller’s obligations –
• Online privacy policy; JIT notice
• Limited purpose for collection/use of PI
• Reasonable security procedures and practices
• Development of a DSR process
• Retention schedule (3 years from last interaction with consumer)

The House Version (HB 9)
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• Consumers’ Rights
• Right to access information
• Right to delete
• Right to correct
• Right to opt out of the sale/sharing of PI via DNS link and GPC (48 hours)
• Right to opt in for personal information relating to minors

• Enforcement
• First U.S. privacy law to create a private right of action for violation of the privacy 

provisions of the law: (1) failing to delete correct; (2) continuing to sell/share; or 
(3) selling/sharing PI of a consumer who is 16 or younger. 
• Damages of $100 to $750 per person per incident.  Attorney’s fees for plaintiff only. 
• No right to cure

• Attorney General 

The House Version (HB 9)
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• Bill was promoted as applying only to –
• Companies that generate more than 50% of their revenue from buying/selling PI
• Companies that buy and sell PI.

• It became clear that the bill’s language didn’t match how it was being promoted. 
• Bill applies to companies that buy, receive, sell, or share PI. 

• The wide net captured companies that use PI –
• To understand their own products and services
• To market the goods and services of business partners
• Lead information

• Significant compliance costs

• Other problems – 48-hour requirement; retention requirement; PRA with no right 
to cure and one-way attorney’s fees.

• Passed with little opposition.  

HB 9’s First Committee Stop – Commerce
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• Strike all –
• Eliminated “receives”

• Narrowed the scope to apply only to targeted advertising 

• Created a tiered PRA based on defendant’s wealth (<$50m; $50m-$500m; >$500m)

• Democratic opposition emerged
• Amendments offered (narrow scope; create right to cure; retention change; opt out time) 

• Concern with the lack of a PRA

• Concern with the definition of “share” to include “access” 

• Realization that political candidates would have to comply, too.

• A majority of Democrats voted against HB 9 . 

• Nevertheless, it passed and moved to the floor. 

HB 9’s Second Stop – Judiciary
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• Strike all – extended the time to comply with an opt-out request 
to four calendar days (from 48 hours).

• HB 9 continued to be promoted as applying only to companies 
that buy/sell PI. 

• HB 9 passed by a significant margin.

• But there was less than two weeks in the legislative session . . .  

HB 9 Floor Debate
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• Assigned it to Judiciary

• Options –
• Do nothing

• Consider SB 1864 instead

• Amend HB 9 via a strike-all

• There was back and forth over the weekend before the final week of 
session. 

• It appeared no agreement would be reached. 

• Then something happened during the middle of the week.

• But it turned out to be too little, too late. 

Senate Receives HB 9
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• Compliance costs were too high. 

• The scope was too broad (shares/access).

• The lack of a right to cure in the PRA.

• Lack of a GLBA entity-wide exemption.

• The Florida Senate has more traditional Republican leadership.

• It all comes down to four or five key individuals. 

So, Why Did Privacy Fail? 
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